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ABSTRACT 
We describe a multidimensional iterative interpolation process. Some examples of 
the two-dimensional process are presented. We give a sufficient condition for the 
continuity and the differentiability of the interpolation functions. All the examples are 
continuous and differentiable. 
1. DEFINITION OF THE PROCESS 
We will describe the iteratife interpolation process as proposed by two of 
the authors in [3-61. This process is defined, in the n-dimensional euclidean 
space Iw”, by a triplet (G, T, w> containing the following parameters: 
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G is a subgroup of the em&dean space R” such that the vector subspace 
generated by G is equal to 58”; 
T is a linear transform from R” to R” such that G is in T(G) and the 
spectral radius of T is smaller than 1; 
ZL‘ is a function defined over T(G) from R” to R, called the weight function, 
such that the set {x : W(X) z O} is bounded. 
Let us assume that f is a function from G to R. We want to extend 
(interpolate) th’ f is unction on R”. Without confusion, we will also denote this 
extension by f. First, define a sequence of subgroups {Gk)k=O, i,. ,= as 
G,=G,G,=T(G) ,..., G,=T(Gk_l) ,..., andG,= lJkGk.If r isin 
G, - G,, then there exists y in G such that x = T(y). We compute f(r) as 
f(r) = c f(44T(Y) - 4. (1.1) 
ZEG 
Subse uently, if x is in G, 
9 
- G,_ i, then there exists y in G such that 
x=T (y).Wecomp ute f(x) as 
f(r) = c f(I+‘(+(T( Y> - + (I.21 
IEG 
The preceding iterative process allows us to compute every value off defined 
at every point of G. From the properties of G and T, we know that G, is 
dense in R”. Furthermore, if f is uniformly continuous on G,, we can 
continuously extend f to all R”. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL FUNCTION 
Consider the function F from G to R such that F(0) = 1 and F(X) = 0 
if x is in G - {O}. The iterative interpolation of F is called the fundamental 
function. One can demonstrate (see [3, 51) that if x is in G,, then F(X) = 
w(x), and if x is in G,, then for every nonnegative integral number k and for 
every extension f 
f(x) = EGf(?‘lY)F(TLX - Y). (2.1) 
In particular, F fulfills the following functional equation: 
F(x) = c F(Ty)F(T-‘x - y). (2.2) 
ytG 
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Sincetheset{x E G,:w(x) z O}’ b is ounded, the set {x E G, : F(x) # 0) 
is also bounded. Moreover, the weighted sum found in Equation (2.1) is 
finite, and the properties of the extension f will be the same as the 
properties of the fundamental function F. In this paper, we will limit our 
study to the fundamental functions. 
3. INTERPOLATION IN THE PLANE 
Set G = 2’ and T(x) = x/2. The set G, - G, is equal to the set 
{(u + +, u + $): u, u E z} u {(u + ;, u) : u, u E z} 
u{(u,u+ $):u,uE a}. 
If we assume that the set {x E G, : d x) # 0) is in the square [ -N, N 1’ 
(N E kJ> and if x is in {(u + i, u + f): u, u E Z) then the equation (1.1) is 
reduced to 
(3.1) 
where A = {(i, j> E Z2 n [-2N, 2N12 : i and j are odd}. 
For example, assume that N = 2. The value of F(u/2, u/2) is a finite 
weighted sum of 16 values of F defined at points of G located around the 
interpolation point (u/2, u/2>. This can be represented by a scheme as 
shown in Figure 1. In this scheme, the intersection of a vertical and a 
horizontal line is a point of G. The interpolation point is identified by an X. 
1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 8 
9 10 x 11 12 
’ 13 14 15 16 
FIG. 1. Square scheme, 16 points 
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TABLE 1 
CONDITIONS, 16 POINT SCHEME 
3rd degree polynomial 
Pl = P4 
Pl = PI3 
P6=P7 
P2 = Ps 
Pz = P9 
p? = ? 
TABLE 2 
WEIGHTS, 16 POINT SCHEME 
Set a b C 
1 10 TiI -$ 0 
2 81 1 
!256 -Sk 5% 
The 16 points of the weighted sum are the 16 nearest points of G to X. Set 
pi equal to the weight associated to the ith point in the preceding sum 
[Equation (3.1)]. Th ere exist many ways to define the weight function w (to 
define the weights p,). One is to choose w such that F(u/2, u/2) is the 
value of a polynomial of the third degree passing through the 16 preceding 
points and such that w fulfills symmetry conditions. 
Table 1 shows the conditions used to compute the values found in Table 
2. The meaning of the condition p? = ? is that we have arbitrarily set the 
value of one weight. Set a = p,, b = p,, c = p,. Since the weight function is 
symmetric, each of the other weights is equal to one of a, b, c. 
If x is in {(u + i, u) : u, u E Z) or in {(u, v + i>: u, u E Z}, the weighted 
sum is represented by one of the schemes of Figure 2. Tables 3 and 4 show 
the conditions and the weights used to define w. Set d = p,, e = p7, f = pl, 
g = Pz. 
FIG. 2. Square scheme, 12 points 
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TABLE 3 
CONDITIONS, 12 POINT SCHEME 
3rd degree polynomial 
Pl 
I 
a 
b 
C 
d 
w(u,u) = ( e 
f 
g 
1 
\O 
if (u,v) = (k*,O) or (0, + +), 
if (u,u) = (*g,O)or(O, & p), 
if (u,v) = (*i, * l)or(*l, + g), 
if (u,u) = (&$, & l)or(&l, & t), 
if (u, u) = (&$, f +), 
if (u,u) = (*+, + +)or(+!j, + +), 
if (u,u) = (*z, f z), 
if (u,u) = (O,O), 
otherwise. 
With this definition of W, for every x in G, (not only in Gk - Gk_ I)r we can 
compute F(x) as F(x) = C 
part of the graph of the r 
E c w(T~)F(T-‘x - y). Figures 3 and 4 show a 
undamental functions. The complete graph is 
symmetrical with respect to the coordinate plane. 
The preceding examples are created with square schemes in the plane. 
Another family of examples can be created with triangular schemes as follows. 
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3 
FIG. 3. 16 points set 1; 12 points set 1. 
1 
0 
3 
FIG. 4. 16 points set 1; 12 points set 3. 
Set G = {(m + n)/2,6n/2): n, m E H} and T(x) = x/2. Let us assume 
that the set {x E G, : w( x> z 0) is included in the square [ - 2,2]‘. The set 
G, - G, is equal to 
For any point of the three subsets, the weighted sum of the equation (1.1) 
can be reduced to a sum of 10 terms and could be represented by the 
triangular scheme of Figure 5. 
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8 9 10 
FIG. 5. Triangular scheme, 10 points. 
Table 5 shows the conditions used to compute the values found in Table 
6. Set a = p,, b = p,, c = p,, d = p,. The other weights pi are each equal 
to one of the a, b, c, d. The weight function is defined as follows: 
I 
a if u2+V2=L 47 
b if u2+v2=z, 
w(u,v) = ( c 
if u2 + v2 = 1 
4, 
d if u2 + v2 = 2 
1 if (u,v) = ((I:;), 
, 0 otherwise. 
Figures 6 and 7 show a part of the graph of the fundamental functions. 
The complete graphs are obtained by symmetry. 
TABLE 5 
CONDITIONS, 10 POINT SCHEME 
3rd degree polynomial 
p? = ? 
TABLE 6 
WEIGHTS, 10 POINT SCHEME 
Set a b C d 
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FIG. 6. 10 points: set 1. 
FIG. 7. 10 points: set 2. 
4. CONTINUITY AND DIFFERENTIABILITY 
In this section, we will use a part of the work of I. Daubechies and J. C. 
Lagarias [2] and of C. A. Michelli and H. Prautzch [7, 81 to develop a 
sufficient condition for the continuity and the differentiability of the funda- 
mental interpolation function. We have limited our study to the two dimen- 
sional case, although both results presented here could be directly general- 
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ized to the fundamental function of an n dimensional process. Let us assume 
that the support of the fundamental function (denoted by supp F) is in the 
square [ -N, N 1’ (N E FQ. Furthermore, let us assume that G = Z2 (as in 
Section 3). We define the ordered subset L of 2’ as 
L={(-N>-N),(-N,-Nfl) ,..., (-N,N-I), 
(-N+l,-N) ,..., (N-l,N-1)}, 
and the vector function V from [O, 11’ f~ G, to R2NX2N as 
V(r)=(F(x+(-N,-N)),F(x+(-N,-N+l)) ,..., 
F(x + (N - 1, N - l)))? 
Using the ordered subset L, we can define V(X) as V(X) = (F( x + r)),. E [,. 
We will prove that the properties of F are the same as the properties of 
V. Moreover, we will prove that there exists a finite set { A((Y& E o of 
matrices of order 4 N 2 such that for every positive integer n there exists a set 
{ aJi = r, n such that 
V(x) = A(q) A( cx2) -1. A( a,)V(T-“x - T-“+‘q - ... -a,,) 
The continuity and the differentiability of V are related to the norm of the 
above matrix product. This norm will be computed in a subspace orthogonal 
to an eigenvector subspace of this product. Consequently, we have to do the 
spectral analysis of the matrix product. First, it will be easier to find the 
eigenvectors of the transpose of the matrix product. Subsequently, we will 
find the eigenvectors of the matrix product and we will show the relation 
between the norm and the properties of V. 
4.1. Vectorial Form 
If cy = (i, j) is in Z2, set 
B( (Y) = (X E [w2 : T-lx E [i,j] X [i + 1,j + l]} and 
R = {a E ‘P: B(a) r-l [o, 112 f o}. 
We define the matrix A(a) as A(a) = (arsjreL, seL, where ars = F(T(a 
- s) + r> (the subscripts T and s are chosen in L according to its order). 
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LEMMA 1. Ifx is in B(a) n [O,l]’ n G,, then V(x) = A(a)V(T-lx - 
a) and T-lx - a is in [O, 11’ n G,. 
Proof. For every x in G, and for every r in L, we have F(x + r) = 
c ytCG F<Z’y + r)F(T-lx - y). This can be shown with Equation (2.2) and 
the fact that T-‘r - y is in G. Set y’ = (Y - y. Since (Y is in z2, we have 
F(r + r> = CyrEG F(T(cx - y’) + r)F(T-‘x + y’ - (w). We know that 
supp F is in [ - N, N]” and T-lx - (Y is in [O, l]“, so 
F(x + r) = c F(T(a - y’) + r)F(T-‘x - (Y + y’), 
Y’EG’ 
where G’ = G n [-N, N - 11’. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf x is in [O, 112 n G,, then for every positive integer n, 
there exists a set { aJi= 1,, , ,, such that the cxi are in R and 
V(x) = A( a,) A( +) ... A( cr,)V(T-“x - T-“+‘olr - ... -on). 
Proof. For every positive integer i, we know that T-’ x - T-’ + bl 
- . . . - (Yi is in [0, 112. n 
A development of a point x of [O, 11” is a sequence P = {a,),, 1,, , z such 
that for every integer n, CC, is in R and T-“r - T-nil~l - .** -cr, is in 
[O, 11’. Let r, be the set of all developments of a point x. 
LEMMA 3. Zfx is in [O, 11” n G, and {x,),,,~~,,~,,~ is a convergent (to x) 
sequence of p0int.y of [0, 112 n G,, then for every positive integer n there 
exists an integer M, such that for eve y m > M, there exists a set { aJi = 1,, , n 
such that 
V(x) - V( x,,) = A( al) ... A( CI~)[V(T? - *.. -a,) 
-V(T-lx,, - ... -cx~)], 
Proof. This is shown by induction on n. Set V = U u E o{ B(a) : x E 
B(a)]. Since lim, x, = x, then there exists an integer Ml such that, for 
every m > Ml, x, is in V. Consequently, there exists cxl in R such that x 
and x,, are in B( a,). We then finish this proof in the manner just used with 
the sequence {Tpnxm - .a* -cY,}, converging to T-“x - -1. -a,. W 
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In Lemma 3, we have found two developments, one of x and one of x,,, 
(m > M,L), of which the first n elements are equal. Those two developments 
will be useful when we will study the continuity and the differentiability of V. 
4.2. Left Eigenuector 
In Section 3, we have seen that w was chosen such that the interpolation 
was exact for any polynomial with a degree less or equal to 3. Let us assume 
now that the interpolation is exact for any polynomial P with a degree less or 
equal to M; i.e., for every x in R” fl G,, 
P(x) = c P(-Y)F(X + Y). (4.2.1) 
!ls= 
This equality comes from Equation 2.1 with k = 0. Let us define the 
following partial order and the following two unusual pieces of notation. If 
r = (i, j) and s = (m, n) are in R2 and t is in R, then r < s if i < m and 
j < n, or if i < m and j < n; moreover, rS = i”‘j”, t’ = t*+J. Set N,, = N U 
{O}. If u is in Ni, we define the line vector U, as U, = (rl+), t L (r is chosen 
in L according to its order). 
We also need a few assumptions on T and ( A( (Y)}, E o. Let us assume 
that there exists a real number A in (0,l) such that T(x) = Ax. It will be 
sufficient to find an integer i such that T’x = Ax. Set 
[x] = {y E G, :th ere exists z in G such that x = y + Z} 
n{y~G~:F(y) #O}. 
[xl is an equivalence class for the elements of { y E G, : F(y) # 0). We 
assume that for every s in L and for every (Y in a, [T(a - s)] is in 
{T( cy - s) + r : r E L). Under these assumptions the following lemma shows 
that, for every CY in fi, the vector IJ, A(cY) is in the subspace spanned by the 
set {II, : 7 < CT, 77 E N$. We will say that this subspace is left invariant for 
A( a). We denote this subspace by <I&, 77 < c >. 
LEMMA 4. lf a is in 0, then for every CT = (i,j) in fWi such that 
i + j Q M there exists a set {c,)~ ~ o1 in R such that IJ, A( a) = A”& ~ (+ c~U,,. 
Proof. Let the polynomial P be P(X) = x0. Fbom Equation (4.2.11, 
since [T((Y - s)] is in {T(a - s> + r : r E L} for every (Y in fl and for every 
s in L, we have P(T(a - s)) = (Aa - Asj” = CYEGS P(-y)F(T(a - s) + 
y> = (- l)“U,V(T( (Y - s)). Set CT = (i, j) and 77 = (i’, j’); we define the 
vector binomial coefficient as C; = C:,Cj’, where C:,, and Ct are the usual 
binomial coefficients defined as follows: CL, = k!/{(k - k ‘).k ‘!} if k > k ‘; -r 
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C,k,=Oifk<k’.Wehave 
h”(s - a)” = A” c CT( -a))O-qs~ = U,V(T( a - s)). 
n<a 
Set cg = h”C,“(-c~)“-~; we have U, A(a) = CDGg c?U,. 
We define 0, as the following ordered subset of Ni: 
n 
o,= {(0Jq$JJ) 7...> (i,q,(o,1),(1,1) ,..., (i>j)}> 
and (U,), E o, as the column vector having the line vectors U, as components 
(according to the order of 0,). 
COROLLARY 5. Let u = (i, j). There exists a matrix C(a, a> of order 
(i + l>(j + 1) such that <U,),,oqA(a) = C(cw, (T><U,),~~. r, 
C( CI, (T) is a lower triangular matrix; using the set 0, we can define it as 
C(aY, c> = (CqY)qEOn. UEO,’ where cg,, = hVJ( Yq”. 
Choose x in [0, l]', and consider a development p = {& ,, .a of X. We 
set A(n, p) = A(ar) A(a,) and C(n, p, a) = C(a,, c~)C(a,, 
(7) -** C(a,, a). We use the following notation for the matrix C(n, P, cr): 
The proof of Lemma 7 provides the value of the component cVV(n). 
Lemma 6 provides the eigenvectors of the transpose of the matrix product 
A(n, P). 
LEMMA 6. For every n in N, for every u = (i, j> in IV: such that 
i + j < M, and for every /3, there exists a line vector e,(n, /3 ) in (U,,, 
77 < a) such that e,(n, P>A(n, p) = h”“e,(n, p). 
proof. Since C(n, p, a) is a triangular matrix, we just have to reduce 
the system A”~(Y~, ~10,. . . , rij> = (~~~0, ~10,. . , rij)C(n, P, a) with Yij = 
1 and set e,(n, P) = (yoo, . , rjjXU,), t0,. n 
Before seeking the eigenvectors of A(n, /3 ), we need the folkming 
properties of C(n, P, (~1 and e,(n, P>. 
LEMMA 7. There exists a positive real number K, such that k+,(n)1 G 
K, A”“. 
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Proof. By induction, one can show that c,,“(n) = A”“C~(-Ck=l,,,,,n 
hkcxk)qp “. Since A is positive and less than 1, and since CR is a finite set, the 
preceding sum is bounded independently of n and P. H 
LEMMA 8. There exists a positive real number KA such that Ile,(n, @)I[ 
< Ki for every positive integer n and for every development P. 
Proof. From Lemma 6, there exists a set { -yq} such that e,(n, p) = 
c rl 4 ~ y, U,, . We will show that each component 7, is bounded independently 
of n and /I. First, we know that for every n, y, = 1. Choose 7 in 0,. 
Assume that every component with a subscript v such that 77 < v < (T is 
bounded by a p ositive real number C independently of n and P. From 
Lemma 6, we know that 
h”“y, = h”“y, + C y,c,,(n) and Ir,l G Kg C 1x1 
7j<U<U 
p<v~(T 1 - h”(“-‘l)’ 
We have assumed that 1 y,, < C independently of n and P for every v in this 
sum. I 
4.3. Right Eigenvectors 
It is well known from linear algebra [l, 91 that we can reduce every matrix 
to a Jordan normal form in an algebraically closed field. In euclidean space, 
we can reduce A( n, p ) to a diagonal of 1 X 1,2 X 2, . , m X m blocks. A 
1 x 1 block is associated to an eigenvector. An m X m block is associated to 
an m dimensional subspace. All of those subspaces are invariant under 
A(n, p). We already k now the left eigenvectors e,(n, /3) [U = (i. j), i +j < 
n/i]. Choose the line vectors b,, b,, . , b,,, as a basis of the union of the 
other invariant subspaces. We define a matrix E,(n, P) of order 4N2 as 
E,(n, PI = (e,,(n, P), . . , eij(n, P), b,, . . , bm)T. Since the line vectors 
e,(n, p), q < (T, and b, form a basis of [w”“‘““, E,‘(n, p) exists. Set 
A’(n, j?> = E,(n, P)A(n, P>E;‘(n, PI, and assume that the roots of the 
characteristic polynomial of A(n, P) associated to the left invariant subspace 
spanned by b,, . . . , b,, are less than h oln in modulus. We can write A’(n, p) 
as 
A’(n, P) = 
A” 0 
0 ? 
? 
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The lower right block identified by ?s is the block associated to the 
b,, , 6, left invariant subspace. We do not need to know the values of the 
elements of this block. We only need to know the location of the zeros. Since 
the upper left block is a diagonal of powers of h and since the values under 
this diagonal are all zero, we can say that the first columns of E,‘(n, P) are 
the eigenvectors of A(n, P). We denote those column vectors by eg<n, /3). 
Let V, be the orthogonal subspace of (U, , CT = (i, j>, i + j < k >. Let us 
assume that there exists a positive number C and a real number A’ in (0,l) 
such that, for every x in [O, 11’ and for every p in JY,, the norm of A(n, /3) in 
V, is less than CA’%““, i.e., 
Since V, is a right invariant space and is orthogonal to (U, , i + j < M >, and 
since two similar matrices have the same characteristic polynomial, this 
assumption on the norm of A(n, p) includes the preceding assumption on 
roots of the characteristic polynomial of A(n, /I). 
LEMMA 9. For every integer m in {O, 1,. . , M - 11, there exists a 
positive real number C, such that IIA(n, /?)I”,11 < CmA”(m+l). 
Proof. See the proof given by Daubechies and Lagarias in [2]. H 
LEMMA 10. There exists a positive number Ki such that IleA(n, fi )I! < 
Ki. Moreover, the sequence {eL(n, p I},, = 1,, , ?. is unz$ormly convergent in P. 
proof. Let us assume that cr = (i, j) and i + j < M. We know that 
11 A(n + 1, P)eA(n + 1, P) - A”A(n, P)d(n. @)I[ 
= A”(“+‘)l(eA(n + 1, P) - eA(n, P)(I. 
Since for every u, /?, and n we have CU,, rl < U> = (e;(n, P), 77 G g) and 
u,ek(n, p) = 1, it is simple to show that A(a,+,>eJ(n + 1, P) - 
A”eA( n, p ) is in Vi +3. Then we have 
)(e6(n + 1, P) - eA(n, P)lI 
G CA”-“11 A( a,+ r)ei( n + 1, P) - A”4(n3 P)II 
G C’A”(l\eL(n + 1, P)IJ +lleA(n, P)II), 
where C = max{l, Ci+3-1, Ci+j). Consequently, 
(1 - C2A”)((ei(n + 1, P)II < (1 + C’A”)\Ie~(n, P)/. 
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Choose N such that if n > N then C’A” < 1. If n > N, we have 
(1 + CW)(l + CWl) **a(1 + CP) 
(1 _ C3”)(1 _ C3”-‘) . . . (1 _ C2AN) “e’(N’ ‘)‘I 
and IleA(n + 1, /?>I/ < eK((eA(N, p)Ij, where K = 2C2(1 - A)“(1 - AN)-‘. 
Since R is a finite set, the set {lleL(N, /?>I/, p E lJ x I,) is bounded. NOW, 
we have to prove that {eA(n, P>} is a uniformly convergent sequence. From 
one of the preceding inequalities we have 
l/eL(n + 1, p> - ei(n, p)(J < C2An((lei(n + 1, P)II +IleL(n, p)II). 
Then 
IIeA(n + 1, P) - ei(n, P)II d C2A”2ZC. 
The proof of the case where i + j = M is similar to the preceding one. n 
Let us choose a point x in [O, 112. Let P be a development of X. We 
define e:(x) as e:(x) = lima eL(n, p). This limit is independent of the 
choice of /3 in r,, as is shown in the following lemmas. Let p = {ai}! = i, , m 
and p ’ = { cq’Ii = I, , m be two elements of I,. 
LEMMA 11. For every positive integer n, there exists a point t, in G 
such that A(n, p’) = A(n - 1, P)A(q + t,). 
Proof. Since for every s in L and for every o in R, [T(a - sll is in 
{T( (Y - s) + r : r E L}, one can show, by induction on n, that 
A(~, p) = (F(-T"s + ~“a, + ~n-b~_~ + .e. +TU, + r))r, s E L. 
Set t, = (0,O) and t, = Tern+&; + T-“‘+‘ai + **a i-a; - T-“+hl - 
T-” +2 
a2 - ..* -a,; then (Y; = (Y, - T-‘t,_, + t, and A(n, p’) = 
F(T”(-s) + T”((Y, + t,) + T”-lcq_l + a.0 +Ta, + r). Since p’ is in r,, 
it follows that T-“x - T-“+‘a; - T-“‘2ai - ..* --a,’ is in [0, 112 and T-“x 
- T-“+bl _ T-“‘za 
2 
_ . . . _-Ly _ t, is in [O, 112. Consequently, B(o, + 
t,) n [O,I]~ z 0 and (Y, + t, is 3n Q. Thus we can split the matrix product 
A(n, /I’) as A(n, /3’) = A(n - 1, p)A(q, + t,). n 
LEMMA 12. Zfi +j < M (a = (i,j)), then lim,, IleL(n, p) - eA(n, p’)II 
= 0. 
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Proof. We know that 
I)~;(~, p) - e;(n, p’)(J = A-““IIA(n - 1, P){A(+cXn~ p) 
-A( a, + t,,)ei(n, P’>) 11 
and that A(cy,)eA(n, /3) - A( 
a real number C such that 
(Y,, + t,>eL(n, p’) is in V,+j. Then there exists 
I]eb(n, p) - eL(n, p’)]] B Cy”, where y = 
max{A, A’]. n 
4.4. Continuity and Difirentiability of V 
Now, we are able to show that ei( x) is a continuous function and to find 
the derivatives of V. 
LEMMA 13. Zjv = (i,j) and i + j < M, then there exists a positive real 
number H, such that for every x and y in [0, I]‘, 
Proof. Set W, = tJ{B((_y’) : B(a’) f’ B(a) + a), D = 
d(aB(a), c?W,), and let X, y be two points of [O, 11’. Since TX = Ax, D is 
independent of cr. Assume that there exists a positive integer L such that 
AL+‘D < IIx - yll < ALD. If th a 1s not the case, we can choose arbitrary t 
points {xJi= 1,, 
AL+ ‘D < I( xi - ;’ 
of [O, 112 such that x = x1, y = y,, and for every i, 
1+111 < ALD for a given integer L. For every X, y in [0, I]‘, 
it is clear that n < 00 for every L. We then complete the proof with each of 
the {llx, - x~+,II~~=,,.. ,71. 
Since TX = Ax, there exists p in r, and p’ in rY such that B(q) n 
Ho,‘) # 0 for every i in (1,. . , L). Furthermore, there exists a point z in 
[0, 11’ and two elements p” and /3 ” of r, such that oi = (Y[ and q’ = q” 
for every i in (1, , L}. We know that 
A( n, /.?)eb(m, p) - A(m, P”)e~(m~ p”) 
= A(L P)@('YL+I )--- A(q,,)eA(m,P) -A(~:+I) 
x .a. A( o,t)ei(m, p”)] 
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and da,+,)**- A(a,)eL(m, /?> - A(cx:+~)..* A(cuk)eA(m, p”) is in Vi+j. 
Consequently, 
and 
((ei( r) - ei( fj)]( < ~I?,+~K~C~+~_~A~ 6 4Ci+iKbci~-1”X - “I. n 
LEMMA 14. If u = (i, j) and i +j = M, then there exists a positive real 
number H, such that for every x and y in [0, l]“, 
IIeL(x) - eJ( y)lI < H,llx - yllh, where h = g. 
Proof. This proof is similar to the preceding one except that 
I)e;(m, /3) - ei(m, p”)ll < 2CKiCMplAfL. n 
LEMMA 15. If (T = (i,j> and i +j Q M, then di+jv(d/dddvj = 
(- l)ai!j!eA( x), where x = (u, VI. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the value of i + j. Assume that 
i + j = 0, i.e., i = 0 and j = 0 ((+ is in kJi>. Let x be a point of G, n [O, 11'. 
There exists a positive integer k such that x is in G,. If P is in F,, for every 
integer n > k, there exists a point xn in G such that V(x) = A(n, /?>V(X,) 
and IlV(x) - e&(n, P)II = IIA(q P>W(x,) - e&(n, P>}II. Since V(x,) - 
e&(n, 0) is in V, (y = maxlh, A’}), 
IIV(x) -e&,(n,P)[I ~I(A(n,p)lv,[l(max(llV(~)II:* EG} +K~o) 
=G C,y”(l + K;I,). 
We can conclude that V(x) = e&,(x> for every x in G, n [O, 11'. Further- 
more, we can use e&(x> to define the continuous extension of V( xl to [0, 11’. 
Therefore, all of the assumptions and lemmas for the points of G, n [O, 11" 
in the preceding sections can be generalized to every point in [0, 11’. 
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Let us assume that for a given i and a given j such that i + j < M, 
di+W( x> 
alLi ad 
= ( - q’+ji!j!e;( x). 
We will show that the derivative with respect to u of ~“jV(x)/au’ &J is 
equal to (- l)‘+j+ r(i + l>!j!e:(x>. The derivative with respect to u is found 
similarly. Set x in [0, 112 and /!I in r,. Let (d,},,= r, co be a sequence of 
points of [w converging to 0. For every integer n we know that there exists an 
integer M, such that for every m > M,, there exists /3,,, in IY, such that 
V(x + (t,,,>O)) =A(n> P,)V(x, + A-“(LO)). 
Consequently, 
and 
ai++ + (td9) = A(n, P,,,)h_(i+j)” d’+jv(xn + ~-“(Lm 
au’ ad au’ ad 
Since U,,sV(~) = (- l>‘+’ u’u’ (see the proof of Lemma 4) if T + s = i + j 
+ 1 then 
di+jv( xl 
u,, 
au' dd 
if r = i + 1 and s = j, 
if r=iand s=j+l, 
otherwise. 
From the induction hypothesis, 
ai+W( x, + A-“( t,,, 0)) di+jv( x,L) 
- 
hi ad ad ad 
= ( -l)i+ii!j!{eb(xr, + A-“(t,,,,O)) - e:(x,,)}. 
Then 
di+jv(x,, + h-“(t,,, 0)) _ d’+w( XJ 
au” ad alA’ ad 
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is in Vi+i, and 
d’+w( x, + A-“( t,, 0)) d’+jv( xn) 
- 
dd dd dd dd 
= ( _ l)i+j+l (i + l)!j!h-“t,,e~+,,j(n, &) + v’, 
where v’ is in Vi+j+l. Furthermore there exists a positive real number K 
such that 
lb’ll < K II d”+h+, + A-yt,, 0)) di+jv( Xn) dui dd du’ dvj II Q i!j!H,h-“lt,IK. 
A similar result is found in the proof of the Lemma 9. Consequently, 
1 d”+jV(x + (tm,O)) II di+jv( x) t, dd - dui 1 
- (-l)“+j+‘(i + l)!j!e[+,,j( r) 
/I 
< Ilh- n(i+j+l)(E + l)!j!A(n, &)el+,,j(n, pm) 
-(i + l)!j!e/+,,j(x)ll 
+ (IA( n, &)Iv,+l+, jlh-“(i+j+l)i!j!HP K 
< (i + l)!j!Ci+jlle/+,,j(n, P,) - e(+l,j(x)/j + yni!j!H,KCj+j+r, 
where y = max{h, A’). Set 12, = max{n : m > M,} if the maximum is finite, 
or set n, = m if the maximum is infinite. We change n to 72, in the 
preceding inequality, and we find 
II “~~t++llvJJ’ - (-l)“+j+r(i + l)!j!ei+l,j(x) = 0 II n 
4.5. Equivalence between V and F 
The following lemma proves that the properties of V are the same as the 
properties of F. 
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LEMMA 16. Let fm : R2 + R be a function such that 
i 
fv( x + C-N, -w 
eA( x) = 
f,( x + (n -i 1, N - I)) 
1 
and fa(r) = 0 if x E [-N, N]“. If e: is continuous in [0, l]“, then fg is 
continuous in R”. 
Proof. To show this lemma, we have to show that: 
(1) f,KO, . > + UC, .I> =f,((l, . > + (k - 1, . )I, k E t-N + 1, . , N - 1); 
(2) fm<C-, 0) + (., k)) =fg<<., 1) + (a, k - l)), k E t-N + 1, . , N - 11; 
(3) f,((O;) + (-N;)) = 0; 
(4) f,Kl, * ) + (N - 1, .I> = 0; 
(5) fc<<*, 0) + (*, -N)) = 0; 
(6) fv<<., 1) + (., N - 1)) = 0. 
Notice that when we write f,(a + b), the vector b identifies the component 
of e;(a). Set vk = (0,. . ,O, l,O, . . , O>, the line vector of [W2NX2” having all 
components equal to 0 except that its kth component is equal to 1. The first 
equality is given by ukei((O, y)) = ~~_~~eh((l, y)), k E (2N + 1,. , 4N2}, 
y E [O, 11. Let p in r,,, Yj and /3’ be in r,,~ Yj such that cy; = (Y~ + T-‘(1, O), 
(Y; = (Y~ if i > 1. Furthermore A(n, j3’) = A(cxr + TP’(1,0))A(a2).*. 
A(cu,,) and vk A(n, /3> = uk_2NA(n, p’). Then 
uk A( n, P)ei( n, p) - uk-2N A(n, g’)ei(n, p’) 
and 
eL(n, p) - eL(n, P’) E V,+j’ 
Consequently, Iukei(n, p) - uk-2NeA(n, P’>I < A-unllukll 
II A(n, P)l~,+,ll2K~ and lukeL(n, PI - uk-2NeL(n, P’)I =G ~“IIvkIIK~C,+j, 
where y = max{h, h’}. The second equality is shown in the same manner. 
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We now want to show the fourth equality [equalities (31, (5) (6) are 
shown similarly]. Let B be the matrix 
2 N columns 
2N lines 
If we define p and /3’ as above, we know that A(a,‘) = BA(a,). For every 
integer n, the components of the last 2 N lines of A(n, P’> are equal to 0. 
Consequently, for every 12, the last 2N components of eA(n, P’) are equal to 
0. n 
Let u = (i, j) be a point of FUi such that i + j < M. If x = (u, v) is in 
R2, the derivative of F is 
d’+jF( x) 
du’ &J 
= ( -l)Ui!j!fm(x). 
Since e: is uniformly continuous, fg is uniformly continuous and F is M 
times differentiable. 
5. Matrix Norm in V, 
As shown by Daubechies and Lagarias in [2], to verify that there exists a 
positive number C and a real number h’ in (0,l) such that for all n and all P 
one has IIA(n, p)lv,wII < Ch’“A“““, it is enough to find an integer n such that 
ApM”IIA(n, P>Iv,~II < 1 f or all p. Furthermore, since the sets B(a) are 
closed, it is sufficient to compute the norm of A(n, ,6) for the developments 
0 = {(YJ such that, for every i, B(q) n (0,l) # 0 (rather than B(aj) n 
[0, l] z 0). We use the usual definition of the matrix norm: 
I(A(n, p)lv,II = SUP{ “A’~~,~‘“” :uE VM, vf O) 
Let P be a basis of R2NX2N such that its first elements are the vectors Uqr. 
Apply the Gram-Schmidt process to P, and form an orthogonal matrix B 
with the new orthogonal basis with respect of the order of the elements of P. 
LEMMA 17. IIA(n, ~>lv,~Il Q IIBII IIB-‘A(n, P)BIvMII IIB-‘II. 
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Proof. If u E V,, then 
and 
II Au11 
m G IIBII IIB-‘II~~B”‘AB~~~~~~. 
v 
Set B-‘A(n, /?)B = (b,,j). S’ mce the space spanned by the first (M + 1) 
(M + 2)/2 columns of B is equal to (U,, 7) < u>, the first (M + 1XM + 
2)/2 components of B -lu are equal to 0 and the subspace spanned by the 
last 4N2 - (M + lx M + 2)/2 columns of B is equal to V,. Moreover, 
since V, is an invariant subspace of A( rz, 0) and hij = 0 if j > (M + 1X M 
+ 2)/2 and i < (M + 1XM + 2)/2, we can write B-b and B-‘A(n, P)B 
as 
4N2 - (M + I)( M + 2)/Z columns 
B-‘A(n, p) B = 
(M + l)(M + 2)/Z lines 
Let E,(n, fl) = (eij) be a matrix of order 4N2 - (M + l)(M + 2>/2 such 
that 
eij = b. z+(M+lXM+2)/2,j+(M+lXM+2)/2 
We have that 
6. EXAMPLES 
For the examples of the Section 3, the value of N used to define the set 
L of Section 4 is equal to 3. With this value, it is easy to show that, for every 
(Y in (cz : B(a) n (0, 1)2 # 0) and for every s in L, [T(a - s)] is in 
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TABLE 7 
SQUARE SCHEME 
Set 
12 pts 16 pts maxn 
1 1 8 
1 2 7 
1 3 8 
1 4 7 
2 2 7 
{T( (Y - s) + r : r E L}. The first two columns of Table 7 show the numbers 
of the sets of weights chosen in the Tables 2 and 4 to define the weight 
function. The third column shows the minimum value of the integer n such 
that h-“IIE,(n, /3)/I < 1 for all 0 using the matrix l-norm. The norms are 
computed in the subspace Vi; then all of these examples are once differen- 
tiable. We do not know if any of them is twice differentiable; some sequences 
{IIE2(n, /3)II}n have seemed to diverge. 
If we define [-N, N]’ as [-N, N]’ = {(x + y/2, y&Y/2): -N < x < 
N, -N < y < N}, we can use the results of the preceding sections to show 
that some examples in Table 6 are differentiable of order one. Table 8 shows 
the number and the value of the integer n found for the examples in Table 6. 
7. RELIABILITY OF OUR CONCLUSIONS 
We have used the PASCAL language to write the programs used to 
compute the norms of the preceding examples. A PASCAL real word has 8 
bytes, or 16 digits of precision in base 10. Let M be the order of the matrices 
A(a), and M’ be the maximal number of nonzero components in the 
columns of the matrices A(cr). Let r be the maximum modulus of the 
components unequal to 1 of the matrices A(o). If A = (aij) and B = (bij) 
TABLE 8 
TRIANGULAR SCHEME 
Set 
10 pts maxn 
2 8 
3 9 
4 9 
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are two elements of {A(a) : a E Cl}, then the arithmetical error Aci made 
by the computer on a component cij of the product C = AB fulfills the 
following inequality: Acij < Ck= r, ,.,, *, (/ai, Ah + (b,,j[ Auik), where Anij 
and Abij are the roundoff errors of aij and bti. In this sum, we find M’ 
nonzero bij and M’ nonzero Abkj or one bkj equal to I and all Ab,, equal 
to zero. Since the interpolation is exact at least for any polynomial oft h e first 
degree, we know that, for every j, Ck bkj = 1, and we have in both of the two 
preceding cases Acjj < M’ X lo-‘” + t-M’ X lo-‘” (luikl ,< 1). 
Assume now that A is the product of two elements of {A(a) : a E Cl}. 
Set C = AB. We know that (ujij < M’r and Auij < M’ X 10-‘“(r + 1). 
Consequently, we have 
Acjj < M’( M’r) x lo-‘” + M’r[ M’ x lo-‘“( r + l)] 
= M”r x lo-“(2 + r). 
Furthermore, if C is the product of n matrices, the arithmetical error Acii 
fulfills the following inequality: Acij < M’n-lrn-z x 10-“(n - 1 + r). 
In the examples of Section 6, we had that M = 36, M’ = 16, and 
r = 10/16. Table 9 shows a bound for the errors Acij for some values of n. 
Table 10 shows the maximal values of the computed norm (including the 
errors Acij and the norm computation arithmetical error) such that the true 
value of the norm is necessarily less than 1. 
We conclude that, in our examples, it could be hazardous to use a value of 
n greater than 9 or 10 to compute the norm. Fortunately, we did not need 
TABLE 9 
ARITHMETICAL ERROR BOUNDS 
n AC, < 
10 1.6 x 10Ffi 
9 1.4 x lo-’ 
8 1.3 x 10-x 
7 1.1 x lo-” 
TABLE 10 
MAXIMAL NORMS 
n Norm < 
10 0.92 
9 0.993 
8 0.9994 
7 0.99995 
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such values, and since all of our computed norms are less than the preceding 
bounds, our conclusions about the examples in Tables 7 and 8 are reliable. 
8. DERIVATIVES OF THE FUNDAMENTAL FUNCTION 
The computation of the derivatives of the fundamental function is as easy 
as the computation of the fundamental function itself. We use the equation 
(2.2) to define an iterative process providing the values of the derivatives. For 
example, set x = (u, u) and differentiate with respect to u both sides of the 
equation (2.2): 
dF( x) dF(Px - y) 
___ = c F(Ty)h-’ du 
dU 
YCG 
(8.1) 
In the examples in Section 6, supp F is in [ -3,3]“; consequently, the 
derivative is equal to zero everywhere in [w2 - (-3,3)“. We evaluate the 
equation (8.1) at each point of [ -2,2]’ n G to form a linear system where 
the derivative values defined in [ -2,2]” n G are the unknowns. Fortunately, 
this system is singular (if the system is not singular, all derivatives must be 
equal to zero). Add to the preceding system the derivative of the equation 
2.1: then we must have dP(x)/du = CYcG P(Ty)h-’ dF(T-‘x - y>/du 
for the polynomial P to form a regular system. The solution of this system 
3 
FIG. 8. 
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provides the values of the derivatives of F at every point of [ - 2,2]’ n G. 
Finally, we use the iterative process defined by the equation (8.1) to compute 
the derivatives at the other points of G,. Figures 8 and 9 show the gradient 
field of the first example in Table 7. In Figure 8 the length of the arrows is 
proportional to the norm of the gradient vector. 
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